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Jet Linx Elevated Lifestyle partner 

Style Union Home offers familiar wares 
and fresh silhouettes, all handcrafted in 

limited edition.

Style Union Home (SUH) seeks to meld fashion and 
design into a cohesive, familiar medium – your home. With 
handcrafted ceramics and streamlined homewares, fashion 
icon and entrepreneur Kym Gold offers a range of wares 
and accessories, cast in an array of calming hues – pieces 
that add dimension and depth to homes, galleries, hotels, 
museums and more. 

Each item offered by SUH is handcrafted in small batches 
by master ceramicists in Los Angeles. No molds, slip casts 
or mass production – each item carries its own spirit, visible 
in its finish and custom glaze. With SUH, Gold offers pieces 
meant to become heirlooms and contribute to family 
legacies. “Style Union Home is an interchangeable home 
fashion brand that allows you to build a cohesive tabletop 
over time,” Gold said. “We’re seeking to transform the 
humble bowl or platter to something that elicits feelings and 
rouses lost memories.”

T H E  B U S I N E S S  O F  M E M O R Y - M A K I N G

While entering the home goods industry may be a new 
venture for Gold, she’s no stranger to leading a successful 
business – SUH represents her sixth brand, and first outside 
of the fashion world. After flipping real estate and building 
homes, Gold decided to enter the world of home interiors 
but found that there were few brands to offer high-end 
home accessories that were practical and cohesive. Unable 
to find something to match her tastes, she used her know-
how and passion for style to deliver extraordinary pottery 
and other homewares.

After a pottery throwing session with her son, Gold realized 
that her decades in fashion could translate into homewares. 
With her entrepreneurial mind in motion, Gold began 
designing and building by herself, searching for clays that 
didn’t require a fancy glaze to offer visual appeal. >>     



>>    Echoing the fashion business, SUH follows a production cycle 
matching the fall and spring fashion calendar. One of the goals for the 
brand lies in offering what Gold calls ‘whole-home cohesiveness,’ a 
quality of shared design sensibility. 

Because each product from SUH is built to become a family heirloom, 
the idea of legacy forms an important aspect of the business, both 
in production and operation. Gold’s inspiration to form the company 
stems partially from a salad bowl found at her mother’s weekly 
Sunday dinners. 

“My mom would make a Caesar salad in the same bowl every week 
served with lasagne. Now, the Nikki Gathering Bowl represents that 
legacy. We might not remember moments with family, but simple 
objects like that salad bowl can ignite such powerful emotion,” Gold 
explained. “In fact, our menorah has become one of our best-selling 
pieces, not only because it’s a menorah, but because it elicits so many 
feelings. It’s a year-round best seller.”

Creating ceramics that function as décor and art while remaining 
functional can be challenging. Gold explained that the most difficult 
aspect of the business has been finding skilled potters and ceramists. 
Because no molds or casts are ever used and everything is handmade 
in Los Angeles, a single product can take anywhere from six to eight 
weeks or longer to create. 

Despite the time and talent necessary to bring products to market, 
Gold continues to follow what she loves - working hard, creating, 
and helping her team succeed. She admits that being a CEO can be 
challenging, but the opportunity to make a difference by hiring great 
people and selling meaningful products is what keeps her passionate. 

“I want everyone on my team to succeed, which is why the business 
has been purpose-built with the most talented women I can find. I 
want them to be able to take me out for dinner someday,” Gold said. 

Gold structured SUH to give back to its employees and to nonprofit 
organizations. By donating percentages of sales to nonprofits aimed 
at aiding and empowering women, SUH represents an exciting chance 
for Gold to leave a legacy beyond the success of the business. Gold’s 
female-powered team also mirrors her deep passion to help other 
female entrepreneurs make their way in the world of business. >>    
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WE’RE HOPING TO 
GO BEYOND 
TABLETOPS IN 
COMING SEASONS; 
WE’RE BUILDING 
A LIFESTYLE 
BRAND WITH STYLE 
UNION HOME.

kym gold 
founder, style union home 



client benefits

Style Union Home

Jet Linx clients may enjoy 
a VIP 20% discount on all 
purchases and are eligible 
for free shipping on orders 
over $350. 

For more information on Elevated 
Lifestyle, visit JetLinx.com/
Elevated-Lifestyle. Current clients 
can contact the EL Concierge 
Team at EL@jetlinx.com.

>>    All the ceramics offered by SUH are crafted in a Fair-Trade 
environment with a focus on sustainability. Beyond this, 5% of all sales 
from the In the Raw Collection goes directly to the Susan G. Komen 
Breast Cancer Foundation. 

T H E  G O L D  S T A N D A R D

With six collections in their archives and more seasonal offerings to 
come, SUH remains cautious to grow organically to maintain their 
high standards for production. Traditional hand-building and wheel-
throwing techniques are employed, and small batches of product 
ensure that each piece is made with intention and fired with love. No 
mass production – all handmade in Los Angeles. 

“We’re hoping to go beyond tabletops in coming seasons; we’re 
building a lifestyle brand with SUH. Coming from a big family, we built 
memories at the dinner table, but I want to offer more products that 
can capture memories like blankets, rugs, napkins, pillows and more. 
Whatever people buy from this line, I want them to feel the heart of 
it,” Gold said.

With refined palettes of Blanc, Noir Blanc and Noir Gloss 
combinations, the streamlined ceramics range from restrained to 
freewheeling. Simple plates and playful, undulating pieces that mimic 
crumpled cloth bags are all indicative of the company’s range, which 
includes candles, marble platters, soap dishes, oil and vinegar sets, 
and napkin rings. 

Customers should note that because everything is handmade without 
molds or casts, what they see on the website and what arrives in a 
shipping box will look slightly different. Each piece is one-of-a-kind, 
and the multi-step process of creation can mean that an order may 
take anywhere from four to six weeks to ship. 

SUH also realizes that accidents do happen, and they offer a plan for 
replacement. If a customer has purchased a Legacy Collection item in 
classic Noir or Blanc, a replacement item can be purchased at half its 
current retail price.

Jet Linx clients can activate their Elevated Lifestyle discount 
directly online. You may also spot many of SUH’s wares in stores and 
boutiques across the country, from California to New York and many 
places in between! >>    

WHATEVER PEOPLE BUY FROM THIS LINE, I WANT 
THEM TO FEEL THE HEART OF IT.

kym gold 
founder, style union home 
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LEARN MORE AT STYLEUNIONHOME.COM
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K Y M  G O L D :  F O U N D E R ,  C R E A T O R ,  A U T H O R

Kym Gold is many things – an identical triplet, a mother, a grandmother (most 
recently), a serial entrepreneur and fashionista – but her intensity and passion 
form the threads of her persona. Her designs have been worn by luminaries such 
as Madonna, Jennifer Lopez, Heidi Klum, Angelina Jolie, David Beckham, Gwyneth 
Paltrow, Gwen Stefani and Justin Timberlake – to name a few. Gold’s work has also 
been included in Vogue, Elle, Rolling Stone and more.

At age 18, Gold borrowed $300 from her parents and then convinced manufacturers in 
LA’s garment district to sell irregulars for mere pennies. By sewing flower patches over 
damaged goods to recoup some retail value, she managed to pay her parents back 
within a week and made $50,000 within a month by selling clothes on the boardwalks of 
Venice Beach, eventually shifting to clothing parties in private homes. 

Gold’s next fashion endeavor created a 1990’s fashion phenomenon when she 
trimmed Levi’s with kimono fabrics as part of Bella Dahl. Afterward, Gold founded 
iconic denim brand True Religion, took the company public and eventually the 
company sold for $800 million. “I’ve paid my dues. I’ve had to leverage everything 
I have, from living in a hotel with my three kids, to selling my car, to being 
ousted from board meetings while working with some of the biggest moguls and 
celebrities in the business,” Gold said. 

Gold left True Religion at its height in 2009 and immediately surrounded herself 
with an entirely female staff when she created Babakul. After opening a few stores, 
Gold sold the company and began her career in the home building business, which 
transitioned into home staging and interior design work. Her efforts to stage homes 
in a more cohesive fashion led to the birth of SUH.

If you’re looking for a 
Five-Star Flight experience,

there is only one.


